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Incidents involving right whales are most often 
investigated



















52% vessel type is 
unknown (n=38)

25% vessel was 
engaged in whale 
watching (n=28)

75% vessel was not 
engaged in whale 
watching

Of cases where whale 
watching was 
implicated, there were 
no cases where the 
focal animal was 
struck



• USCG Navigation Rules
• RULE 3

GENERAL DEFINITIONS
• For the purpose of these Rules and this Chapter [Inld], except where the 

context otherwise requires:
• (a) The word "vessel" includes every description of watercraft, including 

non-displacement craft, WIG craft [Intl], and seaplanes, used or capable of 
being used as a means of transportation on water.

• (b) The term "power-driven vessel" means any vessel propelled by 
machinery.

• (c) The term "sailing vessel" means any vessel under sail provided that 
propelling machinery, if fitted, is not being used.

• (d) The term "vessel engaged in fishing" means any vessel fishing with 
nets, lines, trawls, or other fishing apparatus which restrict maneuverability, 
but does not include a vessel fishing with trolling lines or other fishing 
apparatus which do not restrict maneuverability.

Redefine how we look at strike risk
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The issue – Increasing speeds?



Managing speeds – Speed Limits?



But…

2010 
Whale 
Location

Owners 
argument –
why 
constrain 
speeds 
where there 
are no 
whales?



The data – 2005 WW Strike 
Review

32 strikes with good associated data
– 14 while whale watching
– 14 in transit
– 3 when transitioning

In only 36% of cases was the whale being 
“watched” struck
In 78% of cases a whale was known to be 
within 2 km of the whale that was struck
– 100% of cases with serious injury or fatality



Managing Speeds – Using 
sightings

Use whales to define “hot spots”
Manage according to sightings of any 
known whale



Guideline compliance



Guideline effectiveness

None 
known 
from 2005-
2010 as 
well

Even though compliance appears poor, the management goal appears to 
have largely been met.



Summary – Risk from WW boats

Two phases of risk
In Transit – at speed
– Higher risk of serious injury
– No different than other boats in the vicinity of whales

While whale watching
– Generally slower speeds (especially if complying w 

guidelines)
– Some risk of collision w focal whale
– Lower risk of serious injury due to slower speeds



Uses of WW strike data
Can get good details on effort
– Vessel hours
– Vessel speeds

Data easier to gather on whale densities or behaviors
– How does density of whales relate to risk of strike? 

Can look at frequency of near misses and/or whale 
responses
– Aids in future management strategies?

More likely to get full reporting on circumstances around 
collision
Standardization and repository for such data from this 
workshop?


